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MEDIUMSHIP AND HEALTH
MRS. OSBORNE LEONARD ANSWERS SOME
INTERESTING QUESTIONS
F requently t he statement is made that the p r actice of Mediums hip is harmful to the
health of the Medium and that it undermines t he will and opens the way for the
operation of malignant agencies.
Is this fact or fiction ? No one can speak with more authority on the matter than
Mrs . Osborne Leonard , one of the best -known and most highly -respected trance
Mediums in the world .
On behalf of r eaders of LIGHT , we addressed a number of questions to Mrs. Leonard,
and s he has been good enough to answer them frankly and fully .
THE questions addressed to Mrs. Leonard and her
answers as dictated to Mr. Walter H. Wilson (who
was good enough to give his help) are as follows : Question : -Bryond occasiettal tit'i!dt:e-ss after a protracted
seance, do you find y our nortJJaf life ir!furious(y affected in
any ivay fa' your medii1msh;p ?
MRs. LEONARD : I do not find my normal life injuriously
affected in any way by my mediumship. Quite the
opposite.
I am conscious in so many ways of spirit guidanc€
and help in a very definite form which gives me, I think,
a feeling of happiness and safety ; yet on the other hand;
mediumship renders one more sensitive, and one has to be
careful about the conditions into which one goes, and of
the contacts which one makes with people and places.
For instance, I would not go into undesirable conditions
without having some good reason for doing so. If
there were a good reason-for instance, to help somebody
- I should know that I was being protected in order that
I might carry out my task to the best of my ability.
I once had to visit a lunatic asylum. I should not go
into such a place out of curiosity, or from any idle motive,
but I was asked to go in order to help a very bad case,
and I was not conscious of any disagreeable consequences

eitl).er from close contact with such conditions, or from
repeated visits.
One thing that I am extraordinarily sensitive about is
noise. I do not think that I was affected in this way
before I develop€d. I -am afraid. that I am. v.ex,.y- much.
affected by noise of any description, especially when it
occurs near me, or in the house where I may be, and is
worse still if it is in the same room. A loud clock ticking
-doors banging, etc., feel not only to be discordant,
but like a physical hurt to my head. This excessive
sensitiveness to noise is about the only-shall I say
disadvantage-that has accrued from the development
of my psychic power.
FEDA'S REALITY AS A SPIRIT-BEING

Q.-Feda is the controlling and directive agency in your mediumship. Do .JOU in y our normal life gain af!Y evidence of her
reality_ as a spirit-being, able to advise and guide you in
everyday affairs?
MRS. LEONARD : I have become more conscious in my
normal life of Feda's reality as a Spirit-being. I never
ask her for material help, or advice on material matters
if I can possibly avoid it. Wheh I do ask her for help in
any mundane affair it is usually because it affects other
people, and even then I approach her with diffidence,
knowing that it may be best for me to tackle the matter
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MEDIUMSHIP AND HEALTH
(Continued from previous page)

" on my own " - or that, if I am doing something with
a good motive, and taking other people's welfare and
happiness into consideration, I shall be helped from
the Other Side in whatever I do, without asking for it.
I think the Guides wish us to develop our own strength
of character, wisdom, and discretion as much as we
possibly can, but if ever they suggest any project to me
I do my best to carry it out, or co-operate with them to
the best of my ability. Feda has often impressed upon
me that she wants me to think for myself in every-day
affairs, not relying on her too much, and thus becoming
an automaton. (This, by the way, is not Feda's pronunciation ; hers sounds suspiciously like " tomatoe ! ")
AN INDEPEN D ENT PE RSO NALITY

Q.-Hoiv would you rep!J if challenged to prove that Feda is a
p ersonality ttdire!J independent of you on her oivn plane of
life, although dependent on yot1 for the expression of herself
in the region of JJJttndane life ?
MRS. LEONARD.- ! feel certain that Feda is a personality
independent of myself. First because she sometimes likes
people w horn I do not like at all, and on the other hand
she occasionally dislikes or distrusts someone to whom
I am attracted. I have always found her correct in her
judgment. Second, she has often expressed a view on a
certain matter which was entirely at variance with mine.
Third, she has some knowledge of events and happenings
of which I know nothing .
MEDIUMISTIC POWER

Q . -Do you a;gree that a powe,jul mediumistic gift 1vill- like
genius-manifest itself in whatever circumstances or that
in sttch cases there is no need of" developing circles" ?
MRS. LEONARD.- ! think that everyone has some
mediumistic power, but that heredity, early environment,
and temperament play a big part in determining the
form it shall take. A consciousness or realisation of the
sorrows, struggles and difficulties in the world spurs a
certain kind of individual to develop their psychic gifts
to the highest point. I think that sympathy and an
understanding of other people's pain or loneliness is
essential for the development of mediumistic power. I
am aware, of course, that some people have exhibited
signs of extraordinarily strong power in what appears
to be a spontaneous manner without development or
preparation of any kind, but of course, in answering
these questions I am only considering the type of mediumship that I am able to practise myself. I think that
developing circles are most helpful, and that home circles
-under the right conditions- should be encouraged as
much as possible.
" DIABO LICAL POWERS"

Q.-Is there, in your vie1v, atry fout1dation for the sensational
stories spread by alarmists regarding the danger from
malignant agencies or diabolical powers in the practice of
medit1mship ?
MRS. LEONARD.-In my opinion, there is little or no
foundation for the sensational and alarming stories of
diabolical powers interfering in the practice of mediumship. If one develops one's gifts with the sincere desire
to serve others in a good and helpful way, one would be
protected by the Guides and Controls under whose
guidance one is working. I am sure that there must be
many undesirable people " Over There" just as there are
on the earth, but they have as little or as much power
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over one as one chooses to give them. One does not
seek bad company as a rule, on the earth. Why should
one expect to contact it from the Other Side ?
Good is stronger than evil. Of course if one conducts
rescue circles one expects and desires to contact such
people. I have never sat in a rescue circle, but I have
occasionally been able, I am told, to help some unhappy
soul who has recently passed over.
People of a morbid or pessimistic temperament should
not try to develop mediumistic power until they have
altered their mental outlook. A morbid imagination,
probably combined with errors in diet, drinking, and
other unwise ways of living, are to my mind responsible
for many cases of so-called obsession-hauntings, or the
terrifying experiences, dreams, etc., that are usually put
down to malignant spirit agencies . I have never known
anything but good result from the development of
mediumistic powers if undertaken by the right person
with the right motive under the right conditions.

AN EVIDENTIAL JOKE
A T the Harvest festival at Cheltenham Spiritualist
Church, Mr. W. R. Sharp of Coventry, in giving clairvoyant messages to the congregation addressed one of
them as follows :
" My guide is speaking these words for you. ' I never
fail in my promise, and bring a friend to you to cheer and
encourage you. The friend here says you are in a different
occupation now.' (You have seen much military service.)
' He was not permitted to be in your Occupation, but
was interned by the enemy, and you too ! He did not
form part of the Occupation Army, but you did ! Your
room is full of music when he comes, but you do not
hear it. There are happenings on both sides, with you,
and him, and her, and soon she will speak to you in the
language you spoke to her. And tell your lady friend,
who has helped you so much lately, his promise to her was
fulfilled. Som.eone here is requesting me to remind you
of Lille.' "
The recipient of the message, Mr. E . Campbell, of
Prestbury Koad, Cheltenham, wrote to Miss E . M .
Bubb, Vice-President of the Church, the following letter :
" Mr. Sharp gave me a most pleasant message,
which he stated not to be part of his clairvoyance, but
a direct message from a fnend and control of his, that
before very long now I sho uld hear the voice of my wife
speak to me in a language other than English. Then
a friend of mine, a musician, said he was filling my
drawing room with music, which explains why on three
occasions music was heard there by sensitive friendsone being Mr. Sharp. One thing my friend said
sounded false, but was really evidential. He said
we had both been interned. As a matter of fact, he was
shot through the head and jaws in operations against
Lille, but recovered and later returned to France ;
while I was certainly in the power of the Germans,
but escaped through Holland. Interned was hi.s joke.
We were both employed for months down at Boulogne, which he resented, and called our internment."
Miss Maude Bubb remarks that the allusion to " internment " being a joke on the part of the musician when in
life, and not a fact, makes it very evidential indeed, for
a fact might have been known to third parties, but a
jok e would not have been a matter of common knowledge.
This incident is very conclusive as proving not only the
survival of personality after death, but the preservation
of memory and character in that survival.
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AN U·NEXPECTE D MESSAGE
IN TH E WHIMSICAL STYLE OF G. R. S. MEAD

EXPLANATORY

NOTE.

The message is in the whimsical manner of Mr. Mead,
SEVERAL communications appear to have been re- who sometimes ruffled his serious friends with his apparent
ceived lately in various quarters fro m or in connection irreverence. The "Old Lady" is, of course, Madame
with our departed friend " G.R.S.M.''
Blavatsky for whom he had always a warm regard. Those
From Miss E. B. Gibbes we have received one which is who knew him well will recall his impatience with doctrinal
so highly characteristic that we give an extract fro m it.
or scholas:ic ideas of the Hereafter- to him the next world
Miss Gibbes, in a prefatory note, says : " After a was as human and as natural as this one.
lapse of four and a half months, during which Miss
Astor's reference to the " two rather aggressive souls "
Cummins was in Ireland, we had a sitting (Sunday, is explained by the fact that G.R.S.M., in the course of the
October 15, 1933) just to see what would transpire. We message, alluded to a connection of Miss Gibbes's who
had not anticipated a communication from the one who had rather resented him pushing his way in.
purported to write, neither had we thought of him or
As to the reference to " David Gow's suggestion,"
spoken of him that day. We had never even suggested Mr. Gow remembers that about a year or two ago, he
that he might come to us."
made, in a conversation with Mr. Mead, some humorous
proposal of the kind mentioned.
It should be recalled that the title of the book which
Miss Gibbes' s notes are as follo2vs :
Mr. Mead proposed to communicate, is a play upon the
A message from Astor, the guide, indicated the presence title of a learned work which he wrote some years ago
of " two rather aggressive souls " and then the writing called Fragments of a Faith Forgotten.
changed to a small hand, each word being separated : Readers who are familiar with the Cleophas Scripts and
De mortuis nihil nisi bonum. G. R. S. Mead. Do The Road to Immortaliry should note the contrast in the
you know me? Yes, of course. I have forced my style of these communications. The whole message is
way in, because, though you often discussed an invitation in the racy manner of G.R.S.M. as we knew him.
with me, the invitation never came. I want to get in
my little say before you kick me out for good. I am ready
now to accept David Gow's suggestion of two years ago,
DISABILITIES OF SPIRITUALISTS
that I occupy the Editor's chair in the offices of LIGHT.
The Spiritualists in the Rusholme Division held a public
I feel fully qualified for such a task and they can none of
them get at me and plague the life out of me. Ask meeting on Sunday night to protest against the legal
Lethem if I may act as supernatural editor, and tell him disabilities from which they suffer. The meeting was
to. reserve at least a page for my gossip notes about the attended both by Mr. Radford and Mr. Woods, the Confamous departed. For instance, the " Old Lady," (God servative and Labour candidates in the by-election, who
bless her soul !), and Annie Besant are making rings round both said that they were in favour of the removal of these
each other. They are making a Theosophical Inferno disabilities. The secretary said that the reply sent by
which would defy the pen of Dante to describe. The D r. McDougall, the Independent Liberal candidate, was
Old Lady feels that Annie has wrecked the nice bit of unsatisfactory. Polling took place on Tuesday and Mr.
work she left behind her on earth. The girls can' t be Radford was elected.
separated. They meet and give each other a wigging
twice nightly while all Paradise looks on.
[Laughter
ASTRONOMICAL PICTURES
from E.B.G.]
It is no joke for me I can tell you. I am their reference
Pictures depicting lunar and Martian landscapes and
book. They appeal to me for dates and descriptions of distant nebulx, executed by Miss Madge Graham, an
old rows and I'd damn them both, only for my affection artist of considerable reputation, are on view at the
for the " Old Lady."
J ohnson Gallery, 5 Kensington High Street, W.8. The
Look here, you two, I have found Heaven and Hell out paintings, which have been received in an inspirational
and metempsychosis too. All the Hereafter is in the manner with out preconceived plan or ideas, are of unusual
rubbish-heap. I mean the kind manufactured by the merit and well worth while to see.
Christians, the Buddhists and the whole bang lot of the
high-toned souls who have special communications from
. Mr. J . Arthur Findlay (author of On the Edge of the
the Almighty.
Etheric and The Rock of Truth) has been inv!teat:o become
E.B.G. : Have you met M-- - ?
Yes, I went up to him and said, " Hullo, old chap, we an honorary Vice-president of the Spiritualists' National
are both on the same lines, trying to find the truth. So Union.
we're out against all the peddling clergymen, priests
and Masters." He was rather chilly about it, but I have
TH E THEOSOPHICAL SO C!ETY
no doubt he will warm to me when he gets to know me.
Anyhow, you two girls had better take down a book from
IN ENG LAN D
me now. I can tell you a great deal that M - - - 45, LANCASTER GATE, LO NDON, W.2.
omitted. He is too far off from the earth to understand
that he must be practical and write in film lingo if he is to
interest people. My book will be full of slang-if you
PU BLIC LECTURES by MISS C. E. WOODS
will take me on.
SUNDAYS, at 7 p.m. at 94, Lan caster Gate, W.2
E.B . (~ . : We shall have to see. But, as usual, Geraldine
has much work to do and is very much engaged. Also
Theosophy, The Science of Life
she has not much power to do a lot of psychic work at
present.
Title: "Fragments of a Heaven and Hell Forgotten."
November 26th, Are We Alive?
E .B.G. : Excellent.
Most of you people have looked in here and then
pulled down the window and have let the train carry you
All particul ars, from 45, Lancast e r Gate, London, W .2.
back to earth. . . . .
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BRIDGING SCIENCE & PSYCHICAL RESEARCH
DR. WILLIAM BROWN ON THE ATTITUDE OF SCIENCE AND ON THE
BEARING OF PSYCHO-ANALYSIS TO PSYCHICAL RESEARC H
BEFORE a crowded meeting at the L.S.A . on November
16th, with Sir Ernest Bennett in the chair, Dr. William
Brown, Wilde Reader in Mental Philosophy at Oxford,
delivered an address of great interes t on " Difficulties
in the Search for Scientific Evidence of Survival."
"In some quarters," he said, " the difficulties in the
scientific investigation of survival are not fully realised.
Any developing science has to prove its title deeds.
Psychology is one of the sciences in th e process of development. It has had a long past but a short history. In
its strictly scientific form it dates back to less than a
hundred years. I regard Psychical Research as a branch
of psychology. How is it going to satisfy the outside
world as to its strictness of conditions of investigating
and canons of evidence? There is a great difference
between being convinced and convincing others. For
example, telepathy is a phenomenon which I wholeheartedly accept. Yet, when I come to deal with it
in lecturing to my students, I cann? t _conscienti<;msly
present it as a well-assured generalisation of science
for it has not been standardised, it has not reached that
objective stage which science demands. We should
know the conditions under which it occurs, we should
be able to fix it in science as we can fix a thunderstorm.
No thunderstorm is producible at will, but scientists
know sufficient about its conditions to bring it within
the domain of assured science.
"In P sychical Research you have to rely on the
bona fides of the subject of the experiment. If the subject
is a constitutional liar you are not going to make much
progress. In psycho-analysis it does not matter so much.
The lies will be found just as valuable as truth, in fact the
subject will begin to learn what truth means . But in
Psychical Research, to a certain extent, we are at the mercy
of the subject and, still more unfortunately, at the mercy
of the investigators. Unless they have a high scientific
conscience and are unmoved by extraneous motives, the
results are completely useless. In any other science you
}s:now all about your instruments. This knowledge is a
fundamental element. If Psychical Research is going to
make progress the Medium will have to be subjected to
a deep analysis, both physically and mentally. But such
analysis carries the risk of disturbing the very powers we
are investigating.
We cannot calculate the result of
a psycho-analysis. A difficult moral and legal situation
might arise if a professional Medium lost his gifts as a
consequence. The only way out is that amateur Mediums
should offer themselves to analysis. But again this is a
long . process, it is not possible under a hundred hours.
THE RIDDLE O F THE UNCONSCIOUS

" I constantly meet with the objection on the part of
my scientific colleagues that the Medium knows me too
well. I keep on reminding them that when I first went
to Mrs . Leonard I went in a round-about way and was
unknown. Yet in the first four sittings, the result of
which I summarised in the final chapter of my Science and
Personality, I obtained much better results than later when
she knew me. I believe it is a real disadvantage to atry Medium
to know the person with whom he is sitting. If he does he
might be over-anxious to get results and then he will
get nothing. The laws which we learn in the study of
hypnotism and suggestion often apply to mediumship.
The 'more you try the less you succeed. That is a curious
characteristic of the unconscious. It must act spontaneously. I think of it as a little child of whom we must
take care, at whom we must not jeer, scoff and snub ;
it is delicate, it is the mainspring of our life, the germ of
our soul, which will carry us, I hope, to another life.
This growing psychological organism is easily disturbed

by unfortunate experiences of the past, and then it gets
cramped in style and loses its spontaneity. The main
object of psycho-therapy is to bring back the entelechy :
that unity of mind which was there at the beginning,
and which we should keep throughout our life. It is
for this reason that I have read Hitler's My Strttg~{l,le with
great interest. I found him a psycho-therapist of an
entire nation. We may criticise what he does, but he
unified his nation as a great psycho-therapist would have
done. Believing in a national character, he believed in
something fundamental, just as I believe in entelechy as a
source of all our spiritual values. His book is certainly
packed with psychology.
" If we are going to build a bridge between this
world and the next we have to build it with very strong
material. Everything po~nts to the fact that this material
must be of high-souled people who are capable of loving
in the deepest sense and who are sufficiently free from hate
in their souls to keep in touch with their loved ones who
died. You may think that this is, to a certain extent, an
assumption, that plenty of evidence of survival seems to
be independent of the nature of the sitter. But the few
instances which have fallen within my experience and that of
my friends point in the direction that a real desire is necessary
to get in contact ivith the departed. You may think that this
is obvious, that everyone desires to communicate with
their loved ones. Psycho-analysis is not so sure of that.
We have plenty of evidence of hate as well as of love in
the unconscious. When people live together for a length
of time a good deal of hate, irritation and disharmony
accumulates. The more high-souled they are, the more
determined they will be not to show it. They drive it
back into the unconscious. To their great surprise it
mqy show after death as a kind of ne11tralisation. Analysis
shows that even intense grief is sometimes a reaction to
a sense of guilt in the mind.
INADEQU ACY OF TELEPATHY

" Telepathy is not an adequate theory to rule out
survival. In my last year's lecture I suggested that the
more we become uncertain of the existence of telepathy
as a frequent manifestation in this life the weightier will
become the evidence we may be accumulating for spirit
agency in mediumistic trance. I made it clear, however,
that we must distinguish between experimental and
spontaneous telepathy. The evidence for the latter is
much the weightier. Nevertheless, that which you get with
a good Medium is weightier still. With Mrs . Leonard the
evidence for telepathy was overwhelming. . In my
hypnotic experiments I find nothing so proqounced.
One might reply that the Medium is a specially good
subject for telepathy. It is a possibility that sorne of
my results were telepathy of a deeper kind. Actually
several incidents could not be explained by telepathy
direct but by telepatl:!J tivice removed, i.e., that my wife
unconsciously communicated some knowledge to my
unconscious which then Mrs . Leonard could reacl. But
this is rather an extreJJJe explanation. You are forced to it
if you straight away refuse to accept the other possibility.
In the end it is a matter of probability.
"As regards the estimation of coincidence in telepathic
results the statistical method is far too abstra(:t. The
statistical tendency is to take the cases on the level, one
case equalling another, and to balance the successes and
failures against ·chances for and against. My contention
is that the s.11ccesses are alivqys far more important than the
failures. The failure is a unitary thing. A success
carries with it a certain amount of corroborative detail,
it is in a context. The facts are not isolated, are not
impenetrable, but have a certain .dt:gree of complexity
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for the simultaneous occurrence of which, in predictions
as well as in telepathy, the chances are remote.
" In science repetition is the essence of any observation.
When you have results such as obtained by Dr. Osty in
Paris with Rudi Schneider, results out of ha-r mony with
the knowledge we have of physiology, we must ask for
repetitions. Another laboratory with other scientists
should be able to carry out the same experiments. A splendid
attempt was made by Lord Charles Hope, with the
participation of Professor Fraser-Harris and some others,
in the last autumn under strictly scientific conditions.
Unfortunately Rudi's powers were not so good as on
other occasions. I attended seven sittings. I could not
say I was absolutely convinced that there was no normal
explanation for the events. True, we might say that the
results of all the sittings taken together suggest strongly
the supernormal, but no scientist is justified in vouching
for a result which he himself has not obtained.
" If Psychical Research is to become a science it has to
secure the co-operation of a number of scientists of high
standing. All great scientists are disinterested seekers of
truth. Those who are not scientifically trained and have
no definite scientific standing are also doing important
and essential work such as has been done in every science.
SURVIVAL NEVER DISPROVED

" No argument has ever been brought forward that
can disprove survival. Anyone who should say so would
merely be showing ignorance. In psycho-analysis the
freedom of the mind is a very important element. It bears
also strongly on survival. A person analysed is freer
than one unanalysed. Elements from the unconscim1s
are turned into the conscious and an increase of insight
occurs.
Self-knowledge gives self-control and selfcontrol is an element of freedom. If we can believe in a
mind that becomes freer and freer we can believe in a freedom
which mqy disentangle it from the decqying brain and persist
after death. The freedom of the mind means freedom not
only for the individµal but for the race and for the
totality of the. universe.
I emphasise this because the
majority of scientists in their heart of hearts still believe
that the mind ca:nnot survive because such a thing would
spoil a system which they have built up beautifully as
a work of art, to spoil which would be a shame.
" It. is, however, a misconception to say that scientists
are afraid of the truth of survival. They teach a particular
-subject. If they stray outside and rather precipitately
express their agreement with certain facts which disturb
the general scientific public, they are injuri11g their own
science. We should not attribute to them a lower motive.
On the other hand, no one who really loves psychology
can stand aside from Psychical Research and jeer and sneer.
" We should attach special importance to our
own experiences. Spontaneous happenings are most likely
to· be genuine. People who wish to believe in the continued existence of those who love them are most likely
to get results. The bridge we build is not built on
credulity but on a deep belief in a spiritual universe of
which we all form part and which .ultimately will include
us all in a complete umity.'"
An interesting discussion followed in which Sir
Lawrence Jones, J. L. Lambert, Dr. Frank Romer, Dr.
Fielding-Ould, the Rev. Charles Drayton Thomas and
o.thei;s participated.

MRS. EILEEN GARRETT
A study in clairvoyance will be given at the L.S.A. on
November. 30th at 8.15 p.m. by Mrs. Eileen Garrett, Mr.
George H. Lethem aad Dr. Nandor Fodor. For the
present, this will p.roba:bly be the last public appearance
of Mrs. Garrett, as in the middle of December she will
s.aiJ. for New York whe.re she will undergo renewed
psychological experiments,
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MYSTERY OF A POST-CARD
RECENTLY, the Editor of LIGHT received a post-card,
blank on the message-side, but addressed in the wellknown handwriting. of the Rev. C. L. Tweedale, Vicar
of Westo'n, Yorkshire (author of Man's Survival After
Death and other works). This suggested an opportunity
for a psychometric test, and the post-card was handed to
Mrs. Elizabeth Ford (who was not informed as to the
identity of the sender) for submission to Mrs. Ruth
Vaughan. The "reading" from the post-card was as
follows:
" I get the figures 2 and 6.
" Sensation 0f an irritable writer, vexed because he
thought insufficient consideration had been extended
to him. Piece of paper torn in half, crumpled up
and thrown away.
"Sense of coming to London and meeting someone.,.
This " reading " was sent to Mr. Tweedale who, in return,
makes the following comments :
" The numbers 2 and 6 had been in my mind lately.
" I was much irritated by the refusal of certain people
(reason stated) and I was very angry.
" I had no intention of coming to London but did
intend to go south to Bradford later.
" The reason for writing the card has passed
entirely from my mind.. The psychic (Mrs. Vaughan)
does, however, seem to have picked up some of the conditions."
The only error in the " reading " is the trip to Londori.
But a trip was in the Vicar's mind. All in all, the " reading " is sufficiently impressive to be put on record.

Five things are requ1s1te ro a good officer ; ability,
clean hands, despatch, patience and impartiality.
-William Penn.

3/6

Newly pub Iished

3/6

The Unbroken
Melody of life
by

JOHN
John G. Findlay is a brother of J. Arthur Findlay,
author of" On the Edge of the Etheric" and "The
Rock of Truth," and was present at many of the
sittings with John C. Sloan, the remarkable medium
in Glasgow, so graphically described in the former
of these two volumes.
In "The Unbroken Melody of Life," John G.
Findlay relates several of his experiences. He
endeavours to present Spiritualism as a reasonable
belief, which is only condemned by many of its
critics because it is not properly understood.
He shows how true Spiritualism teaches what
ought to be taught by the Churches.
His motto is "Give Spiritualism a fair deal."
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F0 RT Y ~ FIVE .. y EARS
AMAZING EXPERIENCES OF MR. ERNEST W. OATEN
JN a lecture on mediumship at the British College of
Psychic Science on Wednesday night, November 15th,
Mr. Ernest W. Oaten, president of the International
Federation of Spiritualists drew on a storehouse of fortyfive years of experience. He began by stating that
mediumship can be best studied in the home circle where
one may see the tiny leaf grow into a plant and watch all
the set-backs, snaas and stumbling-blocks it runs against.
" I have seen/? he said, " mediumship developed in
hom.e circles where the members seemed the last people
'in the world to get it. I have sa~ v::ith Waltc.r Jeune~ a
native of Jersey, when he got lus hrst raps in Cardiff,
and made the first attempt to get levitation. I have seen
his mediumship grow until we could get anything we
asked for. With eleven people in broad daylight I have
seen two female forms materialise and I have walked
around with them, having one on each arm. I believe
that the uncertainty of getting phenomena of which
scientists complain is partly due to the fact that with most
Mediums there has been no steady growth under the same
conditions with the same sitters. Another reason is the
unstable mediumistic temperament. Mediums reflect
too much the emotions and feelings of their surroundings.
If they did not they could not reflect impressions from the
other side. When they go under control they present a
mixture of personality. I have often found that quite a
ieries of influences operate sinn1ltaneo11s(y through the psychism
of the MediufJJ. Not every Medium has an established
spirit personality through whom all communications are
re-laved. In many cases we have to deal with a band of
composite controls whose influence is secondary and consists
in forming a channel of communication.
With clair_voyant sight .you can witness strange· contacts between
Mediums and control.
I have seen welljormed and flimsy,
11ndeftned entities attempt or conduct conversation, I have Jte1J
definite lines of forces rrmning 011t and cha>
rging like the lines
of a telephone switchboard. Of such operation we know
nothing for we are too much concerned with the mystery
we find on our side.
STRANGE SEANCE WITH MRS. DUNCAN

"For a proper understanding of the phenomena of
mediumship wide . experience is necessary. In a sitting
with Mrs. Duncan, the brother of a friend of mine whom
I have never seen in life materialised. When he was
speaking to me his face was about a foot away from mine.
He was tall, about 5 ft. 9 in., slender in build, oval face,
heavy, thick, black moustac;he, slightly trimmed, Roman
nose, parted brown hair. I don't forget faces. I told
him I would know him anywhere. After a time he said
he must retire into the rnbinet but would, speak to me
through the curtain opening. He did. Tlere IJ-'as not
the slightest doubt in my mind that I n1as no1V spiaking to Mr.r.
Duncan, and nrif to a t11aterialised form. What happened
probably was that his form sank back into the Medium
and he came back through her.
" I have seen materialisations in good light that looked
the exact duplicate of the Medium except for a slightly
diaphanous appearance. I did not grab and cry ' Fraud '
but waited until both forms could be clearly seen. If we
are going to put a case before the world we have to understand all the subtleties of mediumistic manifestation.
We have to establish a proper co-operation with the guides.
We are under a heavy responsibility, ive cannot allow them
to run the show in their own wqy. If they do not comp£v with
reasonable requests, (and I ftud that they alwqys do) we ha11e to
change the guides.
THE INVISIBLE BOOT

" I have been associated with Dr. Crawford in his
investigation of Kathleen Goligher. - He never put any-
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thing into print until he verified it ten or twelve times.
It follows that some occasional phenomena ·w hich would
have startled the world were never put on record. I was
the fir.rt man to handle the psychic rods of Miss Goligher. Crawford was not allowed to touch them. The reason advanced was that with most people when the rod is touched the
ectoplasn1 breaks off and runs into the sitter. I , apparent!J,
did not affect the rod that wqy. It grew in my palfJ': from a pinpoint up to a size when I had the definite feeling of holding a boot
ivith a toe-cap in my hand. Miss Goligher had high-ltUed
boots, they were visible and four feet awqy. Moreover th1
boot in my hand was invisible. On request it began to
decrease. When it dwindled to the size of an inch I
held it up between two fingers to the light. I saw nothing,
yet the rod was aJ solid as steel."
"THUMPING" CLAIRVOYANCE

Of clairvoyance Mr. Oaten made some interesting
disclosures. He found it best in Mediums who also
produced physical phenomena. He never saw anyone
equalling the achievements of Tom Tyrrel. On one
occasion he gave fifty-four descriptions in an hour to
an audience of total strangers. He did not hear the names,
he experienced physical impacts over the solar plcx us and the
knock brought the name out of him with a cry. You cottld su
his body ;erk and his clothes indent under the thump.
Mr. Oaten finally spoke of his experiments in telepathy
"\Vith a lady, who is to-day his wife, over a distance of a
hundred and ten miles. They started in 1901 with a
small percentage of success, by 1905 they registered over
ninety per cent. From images they worked up to extract
messages, to the transmission of phrases from a book.
They would get literally through. The results were
checked by postcards posted immediately after the
experiment.

A MESSIANIC MESSAGE
MISS RUBY YEATMAN (Wandsworth Common)
sends us a copy of a message received at a seance by
some friends of hers abroad, adding that similar messages
have been given to them on previous occasions. She
writes :-" I imagine that this message, if it stands alone,
can hardly be of much interest to Spiritualists, but my
friends have also been told that similar messages are being
sent through Mediums all over the world. It would be
very interesting, if this is so, to find out to what extent
such messages agree or disagree with one another, and
I should be pleased to hear from other circles who have
also been told of an approaching manifestation of Divine
Power, so that we may compare notes."
.
As the matter may be of interest to others, we quote
the message which is as follows : When you hear of the coming of the Messiah, it will
be almost time for the Messiah to be called back to the
Father. Then you will say : " Where is this Messiah ? "
and some will say: "there," "no, here "; and when
there is discussion, then it will be too late, the Messiah
will be gone to the Father, and his message alone will be
left to the world, and the people will not believe, and many
will doubt, but the messages will say : Here is the mark,
and here is the miracle, and here are the followers who
saw, and they will testify, and those who testify will
be of good faith, so that only those of disreputable conduct
will be able to doubt the followers, and the news will
reach the world, and the world will say : " It is so, it
must be so, the Messiah has been amongst us and we saw
him not," and they will turn to the followers, and say ~
" Tell us more of this Messiah whom you knew," and
.those followers will reveal the truth, and all will gasp at
the simplicity, and the Will of the Lord will be accomplished,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

planned for us to meet, which has brought much joy and
great friendship into both our lives. He frequently tells
(The views and statements of correspondents are not necessarily me what V.L.T. is doing or tells her if I am not well, and
endorsed by the Editor, who occasionally prints, in the interests so forth.
Our most delightful moments are when we all. three
of free discussion, letters with which he does not agree).
.
meet together and he says we are then "a happy trio
INTRODUCTIONS FROM THE OTHER SIDE instead of a doleful duet I "
w. ADAIR ROBERTS.
Sir,-I wonder if these two experiences would answer
• * •
JY1iss Tom-Gallon's query ?
A DOUBLE INTRODUCTION
A year or two before the war a group of sixty people
Sir,-About this time last year, just at the close of a
sat at a table in Holland.
None of them were sitting, the Controi asked me if I would make a point of
Spiritualists. The first messages were not evidential. visiting a Dr. R. who was now house-ridden, cut off from
Then things of deeper importance came through and an his accustomed intellectual companionship and often
instruction was spelt out that I should be sent for. I
very lonely. "He is all right at the moment because he
was then in Holland, but none of the sitters knew me. has got an interesting MS. to read. This is the work of
Among them was a Dutch officer whose mother was a a lady who is permitted to come over here and read some
Spiritualist. She told him to write to Mr. De Fremery, of our books taking back w;th her a memory of ivhat she has
who furnished him with my address. I was sent for, read which is then put into writing. Buy the book when
knowing nothing of this. We had a wonderful seance it is published. Her name is Marjorie Livingston. Go
and afterwards they asked me various questions and told and have tea with the old Doctor."
me how I had been sent for. I attended their tableWhen the Medium came out of trance, I asked if she
sittings ; there was no darkness, no tilting, but loud, knew a Dr. R.--. She did, and was going to sit with
definite raps.
him in two days.
On another occasion, I had a letter from a gentleman
I wrote to the Doctor, giving a detailed account of
who asked if he could call upon me. He told me a my sitting, saying he, alone, co~d v'?uch for the facts, ~nd
remarkable tale. He had been operated upon and we:it asking if I might have tea with him on the followmg
to recoup at the Isle of Wight. There he took part m Wednesday.
a table seance. A message was spelt out that he should
This letter I sent to the Medium asking her to forward
come to see me and, that for that purpose, he should it, as I preferred to remain in ignorance of the address.
write to the Spiritualist Society at Woolwic~. That
The reply came. Everything was verified. I. went t?
very week I was speaking before a large .audience at tea with this new friend, of whom I knew nothing until
Woolwich. We met and became great friends. The the introduction was made through a discarnate entity.
spirit people told me we would remain fri~nds for twelve
I made a slight mistake in t?e s~elling of. the name
months and by that time I would have _fin~shed f'.1Y .work which I rendered (as I had received it) p~1 o~eu~al~y.
with him. Our friendship has revolutiomsed his id~as.
Umil I met Dr. H.., I did not know 1faqone Livmgston
At the end of twelve months things happened which had already written on psychic matters. She, too, was
separated us, we have never met since, but the work has a complete stranger to me of whom I had not even heard.
been accomplished.
ALFRED v OUT PETERS.
FLORENCE HODGKIN.

* * *
TWO INTRODUCTIONS
Sir,-A correspondent (LIGHT, October 27th) wan~e~
to hear of other cases of introductions through t~e spi~it
friends. I have had at least two such introducuons tn
my own life.
. .
.
Mr. X. was ill in Eastbourne and his wife sent his name
to a prayer circle in London which I attended. Soon after
this, their son in spirit life told his parents that a l~dy was
coming into their lives who would open up new 10terests
and do them a lot of good-they would meet her personally
and were to shew her hospitality.
.
About a year later, I went to Eastbourne to stay with
friends and something-or someone ?-urged ~e before
going to get the address of Mr. X for whose healrng I had
prayed many months before. When I calle~, ~fr. an? Mrs.
X recognised me at once f:om ~~e ?escnpu?n. given a
year previously by their s?n :U spmt life. This 10trod~c
tion was the means of bring10g a great benefit of heailng
to Mr. X and of starting his psychic d~velopment an.cl
turning his mind from ill-health, depi;ess10n and ~espair
to a glorious interest and understanding of psychic and
spiritual things, and the development of a very fine
mediumship.
The second introduction was made by Mozart, who had
repe~tedly told V.L.T. o( B.righton that he had "found
a friend " for her-and described me as someone whom he
had recently been influencing. A_t first,. ~ozart used to
communicate with me under his Chnsuan name of
"Wolfgang " and I thought he was an Indian,} Howev:~:
when the time was ripe he announced that Wolfgan 0
was "Mozart" and at the same time he impelled V.L.T.
to write a Jett~r to LIGHT• Something in her letter called
forth a reply from me, and LIGHT put ~s in touch with one
another much to Mozart's satisfacuon. Later on he

• • •

SPIRITUALISTS AND THE BIBLE
Sir,-I have just read with great interest your repo~t
in to-day's issue of LIGHT of Mr . . Prevost Battersby s
lecture on "The Bishops, the Spiritualist a~d the B.ib~e."
Apparently the lecturer says we may credit the Biblical
miracles, etc., because they, or at least some of th7m,
can be duplicated to-d~y in the seance ~oom, the psychic.al
laboratory or in certa10 well authenucated pracuces ill
foreign countries.
.
.
May I suggest that it would be of great interest if you
could induce Mr. Battersby or any other equally. g'?od
authority to write an article actually giving such duphcauon
or parallels ?
.
.~he,, i~~a .wo:i!~ b.e t~ glace ~h~E"~cle o,~- o~l~p~
ently incredible Biblical story side by si e with its modern
equivalent.
HERBERT BLAND. ·
Gloucester Terrace, London, W.2.

* * *

PUSHED TO DEATH FROM THE OTHER SIDE
Sir,-Your paragraph headed Piccadilly_ Station Tragedies
reminds me that a Medium well known 1Il our movement
was isolated in darkness on the tube between Regent's
Park and Piccadilly for some three-quarters of an hour. by
a death on the line at the latter station. On returr:mg
home after so unpleasant an experience the ~e.dium
declared that in her opinion this was no case of smcidethat the victim was " pushed " or impelled by adverse
or malevolent ao-encies of an elemental nature. The
subsequent inque~t found the. death so motiveless and
inexplicable that an open verdict was returned. I~ may
be that there are some of us so ill-protected psychically,
so ill -prepared throu_gh ignorance or ~eedlessnes~ of the~e :
" agencies " as to yield to such an impulse with tragic
results. Forewarned may prove to be forearmed, so hence
this letter.
.
·
.
IvAN Co01a~.
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A RATIONAL REVELATION
facts regarding survival and communicaO UR
tion are simple enough, but it must needs
be that they still carry, in some instances at
least, an atmosphere of mystery. That is doubtless due to the long human inheritance bf
unnatural ideas concerning the hereafter, coupled
with the present social and scientific materialism.
In this respect, some part 0f the " queerness "
which tinges many accounts given by or through
Mediums and clairvoyants is undoubtedly due
.to the mental attitude of the persons concernedsome defect in the quality of perception or
understanding. This was very much the
case in earlier years. We have read many
stories reminiscent of Hans Andersen's fairy
tales or the Arabian Nights, which were put forth
in all good faith by the uncritical typ€ of Spiritualist, but which the discriminating reader
would know instinctively wet€ not to be taken
too literally : they smacked too much of the
vagaries of the subliminal mind. Incidentally,
"they served-to throw some light on the mythmaking faculty as expressed in folk-lore.
As regards purely objective manifestations,
these we considered as standing apart, but they
appeared nevertheless to become very much mixed
·up with the realm of fancy and imagination.
Many years ago, a lady, well-known in her day,
was accustomed to obtain in her home -in London
some astonishing results in the way of physical
manifestations of various kinds. Articles (silver
.candlesticks in one instance) were transferred in
the twinkling of an eye from one friend's house
tp the house of another. There were, indeed,
. many apports, and, in the view of those qualified
to judge, these things did actually happen.
Indeed, why not? We have nowadays s0 tnany
exarnples ,of the same kind. But the lady :ih
questi"On, a very sensible · woman, was also
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devoutly pious and believed that the wonders were
produced by saints and angels-Old and New
Testament characters amongst them. She was
firmly convinced that her home circle was
favoured by the attentions of the holy ones of
the Bible and in at least one instance had no
hesitation' in attributing some special manif~sta
tion to one of the archangels I The tlungs
happened-we had no doubt of .that, an~ ~he
disposi.t ion to surround them with a Biblical
atmosphere was not difficult to explain. It was
a kind of unconscious self-defence, very natural
in days when dense ignorance prevailed and
" miracles " of a psychic kind were likely to be
ascribed to Satanic agency. What wonder that
those who were witnesses of the wonders of
the seance-room tookrefogein pious affirmations,
especially where, as in some cases, they were
brought up in a strict religious atmosphere,
and were themselves naturally devout ?
Reflecting on such cases, we see how nece~sary
is the scientific attention devoted to the objective
side of psychic phenomena and the scientists'
impatience of some of the " spiritual " interpretations. The mere suggestion that some
piece of physical phenomena was the work of an
Old Testament Prophet or one of the Apostles
would have been sufficient in those days to have
put any scientist ci:ff the subject alto~ether.
He wcrnld naturally conclude that the kmd of
mind which could make such assertions could
not be relied upon even in a simple matter of fact.
In later days, even the advanced school of theologians, the Higher Critics; would have sniffed
at such a story, if only by reason of t heir conviction that the "Age of Mirades" has not merely
ceased but that there never was an " Age of
Miracles " !
None the less, we have lived to see our Spiritualism gradually rationalised ; the idea .o f the
supernatural cleared out altogether and dre
perfectly natural basis of psychic happenings
laid bare.
To-day we get accounts of life on the ot11er
side that ar~ simple, sane and int~lligible. We
may point, for instance, to the .accounts given in
the Rev. Chas. Drayton Thomas's Life Bryond
Death with Evidence, and the .smaller .book
into which he has transferred those parts of the
larger volume which describe Jife ·on the othor
side in the words of those who live there-we
mean Bryond Life's Sunset, which convinces by its
very simplicity and .sweet reasonableness. There.
is nothing weird or uncanny about any of the
statements made by M.r. D.ray;n0n '.fi:iomas's
communicators-the atmosphere of mystery is
quite absent. And we believe that with ·such
books, the literature of Spiritualism has entered
on a new phase appropriate to the more m.a1iU:rc
thinking -0f to-day, which demands ·above dl
that Revelation sha:N be reasonable and practicd,
orderly and consistent, so that we may n:ot ·be
" in wandering mazes .lost~''
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-BOOK REVIEW
By H. F. PREVOST -BATTERSBY

CATHOLIC SP'I RITUALISM
NOEL TAILLEPIED was born at Pontoise in. 1540,
and, encouraged by Bishops and Cardinals., and
already respected for his fervour and his learning, was
ordained _a priest when twenty-five, and was, in 1574,
received by the Capuchins into their Order, which,
newly erected in France, was already famed for its simplicity and devotion.
· "A profound theologian, an acute philosopher, a
discerning and encyclopredic historian, a classical scholar
of no ordinary ability" an archreologist of the very first
rank, a writer of elegance and probity, an admirable
orator, a poet of most pleasing fancy, above all most
exemplarily religious, Noel Taillepied comes before us
as a figure of extraordinary fascination and charm."
· So he has been described, and, from the esteem in which
he was held by his most distinguished contemporaries, we
may believe that he represented the best thought and,
especially, the authentic Catholic thought of his time.
He wrote nooks on .many subjects, and this one,* the
Psychologie out raite de /'apparition des Esprits, a year before
his death in 1589.
. He tells us it is not only concerned with" the.Apparition
of Ghosts and Disembodied Spi1:its," but with " the
many questions which are daily debated among learned
men. and great scholars concerning unembodied Souls,
Demons, Lemuses, Fawns, Satyrs, Larvas, Penates,
Nymphs, Sprites, Fairies, Goblins and all sorts of Phantoms," a truly catholic catalogue.
He is anxious to enable the nervous " to distinguish
calmly between natural happenings and ghosts," and also
to-refate "followers of the new opinions" (and he seems
to .have an eye on " those writers who have drunk of the
muddy and stinking waters -of the Lake of Geneva ")
"wickedly designed to escheat the souls of the Faithful
Departed of the · Prayers of the Church, who impnidently
proclaim that it is folly and ridiculous beyond words to
believe that Spirits and Souls lllf the dead can appear to
the living."
Most interesting is .the scorn of this good Catholic,
as. much for the un-spiritualistic Protestant, as for " the
quip and quiz scho_ol of .scoffing Lucian and bawdy
Rabelais."
He laughs at La<vater's, " Ghostes and Spirites Wialkin,g
hy Night," and at.the visions of" Melancholicks and those
suffering :from the Hyp," of -.. Timoro.us .and fearful
Men " and of the vi<;J;im.s of "' ez~s.sive and immoderate
temulency."
He then deals with ·honest or mischievous delusions,
and opens the positive side of his thesis with the evidence
· of 1'foly Scriprofe, followed With ~c :Proofs from other
Eminent Writers," mentioning incidentally appearances
suggestive of the An.gels of Mons. " Many combatants
at Marathon, fighting against the Medes, saw the .spirit
of Theseus, who had died many a long year before, in
arms' rushing on in front of them against the Barbarians."
Marathon, indeed, was apparently a ~piritually minded
place, since Pausanias, writing of it four hundred years
later, declares that "At this spot every njght you may
hear horses neighing and men fighting ; " a reputation
shared by some .battlefields at home.
Then there was " the multitude of armed men of
immense stature " who thrice fooled Gainas into abandoning his treacherous assault on fhe Imperial Palace in
Constantinople ; and the appearance, reported hy St.

.•A Tt:eatise of Ghosts. Written in French by the learned
FATHER NOEL TAILLBPIED of the Or.der of Capuchins
and now first trans1ated into English with an Introduction and Commentary by MONTAGUE. SUlil:MERS.
London. The Fortune Press. 1933. 2J,/-.

Augustine, of St. Felisc of Nola who re fought for :the city;
and delivered it from the enemy."
He is strong on apparitions, and his wide -reading
enables him to dig them up from all sorts of unexpected
sources, and always, or almost always, with a 'Splendid.
faith in their veracity ; though he does ·describe as n a
dark and mysterious tale,'' the story of how their spiiits
returned, " for a while at least,'' to the corpses -arrayed
by Amleth to terrify the Britons.
·
But many of his quotations from Alessandro Alessandri,
the famous Neapolitan priest, are just as dark and mysterious, and told with much verve. That picture of the
phantom, for instance, who cc danced, stark naked, to and
fro as it were an impish galliard, with strange bounds
and caricoles and other dissolute motions . . . grinning
and making a thousand lewd and priapising gestures:"
There are, too, many tales of the devil, most of which
end with an amusing explosiveness at the mere mention
of the Deity, to which, one would have thought, he might
have grown accustomed ; indeed, once, when so challenged
by a youth he was trying to murder, c., in his flight he
filled the whole room with such smoke and noise tbat the
very roof, rafters, tiles and all, was blown to jommetry."
Then we have the testimony of the Saints themselves,
S. Gennadius, S. Ambrose, S. Lucy of Syracuse, S. John
Chrysostom, Theodoret of Cyprus, S. Gregory and
S. Augustine, who more than they all had experience of.
spirit return, and faith in the benefits thereby conferred.
Did ·not S. Jerome, whom he still supposed to be living,
come in dazzling light to answer the letter he was already
writing?
··
It was S. Gregory who explained the torments suffered
by heretics from being buried in consecrated ground, and
there is a moving tale, how, in 1534, the wife of the
Provost of Orleans, " who had long been a hot fautress
of the Lutherans_," when dying, entreated her husband
to bury her " without any -decent ceremonies such as the
passing bell and the knell, without dishaloof, or reverend
following or waking the corpse~ nay even without
nocturnals, dirge and requiem."
.
In such fashion he had her interred in the Franciscan ·
Church, in the family tonib ; but the next night, wliilc
Matins was being ·sung by the choir, her spirit app'earcd
" hovering upon the Rood-beam, and high in the vaulting
of the Church, making most lamentable moan and
outcry " ; confessing that as a Lutheran she was a lost
soul, and begging that her body should he cast forth
from the Church in some unconsecrated ground.
The good Father glances at the Elementals, cc who can
wrench the very doors off their hinges and throw them ·
to the ground -stam bang with il loud crash,'' and wh'G
are sometimes seen in the mines " dressed just like men,
who run to and fro and appear to be most -deedily
occupied, digging a seam, picking and shovelling into the
buckets; -treading· tlre wneel, cranlillig; -waS-hin-g'"in-,he
huddle . . . though nothing ever visibly results from·
their efforts."
When on the subject of levitations by spirits, illustrated
by the ·flights ·of " the prophet Elias, Habacuc, S. Plu1ip ·
the Deacon and -the prophet Ezechiel," the fate of die
Count of Macon who haa devoted himself to Satan is
mentioned. " The ·unhappy wretch was boated arid'
spurred, in full -armour, and mounted on a war herse,
but the demon appeared and bore him away; willy nilly,
through the air."
.
·The author ·writes also of a mixed' lot of spttits, who
have power to plague us ••· with ·a thousand hellish annoys
in a t.housand ways,~· -"as S. Antony was to witness- ·
able to adopt any sort of disguise~ " displaying eongruentpassions and corresponsive lusts .... These demons and
sprites will upset furniture_, bastinado, nip, thump and
batoon ,persons, throwing stones imd- ·tiles at them_; ·
holding doors.and jamming them so fast that it is impossible
to. open them ; marauding high and 1ow throughout the ·
whole house, endamagiog property and perilo~r. .
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moles~g i:nen and women."
Surely no one could hav~
LORD MOLESWORTH'S
been dull in the 16th century?
- S. Augustine, from his wide acquaintance with the
PROTEST
Unseen, " tells how Spirits made a. great hubbub and
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garboil in the house of a certain Hesperius " a near
neighbour. of his, as nearness was then acco~ted ; and
once explained, perhaps with the mystery of materialisation
in his mind-" If spirits invest themselves in an aerial
?ody they only . assume it, they do not permanently
10corporeate and incorpse themselves in it ... it is only a
vehicle, and as the schoolmen say, they are only so far
in that body as they are not elsewhere."
. The goo~ Father adds, " just as water congeals to ice,
a_~d crystallizes clear, so the circumambient air which
sµrroun~s. th.ese spirits inspissateth to a visible body.
If the atr in itself does not suffice they can mino-le some
other crassity, a vapour, a mist, or water, wher~by they
colour and complexion this body."
. He tells us "we need not endow spiritual beino-s
(whether Good Angels or bad) with corporeal membe~s
and sarcous parts of the human frame," though he admits
·~· that when thus clothed they eat and drink . . not to
sustain their existence ; they manducate awhile only as a
tj.inching proof that they are real."
.
DIABOLIC IMPERSONATION
He gets in a shrewd thrust at those who declare all
apparent spirit-return to be diabolic impersonation.
"If," he says, " the devil pretends to be the soul of one
departed,. it follows that the dead may return ; for he is
too cunrung to pretend an impossibility, since he would
be at once found out and his malice exposed."
He will have nothing to do with reincarnation "this
obstinate and extravagant vagary," he calls it ; '" clean
contrary to the Christian faith." He fights also various
heresies _which would impugn the Spiritualistic conception
of immediate c?mmunication with the departed-the
errors of the Epicureans, of the Muscovites and Ruskies,
of. the Anabapti~ts. It is, indeed, interesting to find
~s ardent Cath<?lic of three hundred years ago demolishing
with the authority of all " the great Doctors and Saints "
the Catholic position of to-day.
.
. " There is nothing at all contrary to the nature of the
soul, nothing at all depreciatory or dishonouring to the
power of Almighty God in the fact that spirits do return
and manifest themselves."
:· " God, according to His Divine Will and as His inscri;itable Providence directs, causes and permits Spirits
to appear, and suffers them to show themselves in divers
shapes and fashions." " He causes man's immortal
part to go hence, wherefore then cannot he cause man's
~?rtal part t? return hither ? . .. . that a man may
10qutre concerning the estate of his friends, intimates
his parents or benefactors, or relations, who have passed
away..
" Moreover, all the Doctors of the Church without
e~ception hold and' teach that, whensoever it is God's good
will, the Spirits of the dead return and appear to men.
"Objectors," he says, " adduce Holy Scripture, twist,
turn, torture and trepan the .te~t with fantastic perversions,
o.r else they bawl out that it is uncanonical."
Well, they still bawl out that it is uncanonical but now
with the entire approval of their Church.
'
_We must leave it at that; but after a word of grateful
a.µd amazed admiration at the skill with which the transfation has beeh done.
Montague Summers has converted a French classic into
ap' English one, without disturbing the century in which
it. was written; and one can recall no instance, more
ti:iumphantly achieved, of this most difficult transposition.

"SUNDAY DISPATCH" REPORT O F AN
ARMISTICE MEETING
VISCOUNT MOLESWORTH had a letter in the
Sundqy Dispatch (November 19th) protestino- against
what he described as " an untruthful and n~sleadiri()'
report" (published on November 12th) of the meeting
held at the lEolian Hall, London, on Armistice Night
(November 11th), when gramophone records purporting
to reproduce spoken messages from Earl Haig, Sir
Vincent Caillard and others were " played." -'"'*1
Lord Molesworth wrote : " There is not one truthful
s_tatement in the report. 1-Ie (the reporter) ,must have
been hard of hearing, for no one in their right senses
could say that the voices as recorded were alike. Nothing
could be more unlike than the slow, dignified utterance
of Sir Vincent and the loud, quick se~tences of Jack
Cornwell. Each record has its distinctive charactermy son's voice and manner were unmistakable. Lady
Caillard has worked hard to carry out her husband's
wishes in getting these voices recorded and it is most
discreditable that any respectable newspaper should
allow such an untruthful and misleading report to be
published."
--,>. •.. :,,
. ,,
"~-~~:.;{
A letter of protest from Lady Caillard was also published.
The Sunday Dispatch, replying, said "emphatically,"
that cc it had no criticism to make of Spiritualism," but
added that cc many prominent Spiritualists are agreed that
not too much faith should be put in Mediums who are
not willing to hold seances in test conditions."
The Sunday Dispatch added that cc Mrs. Singleton and
Mr. Basil Kirkby, the Mediums, hold seances in Lady
Caillard's home every day in the week," and that Mr.
~Iarry Price had cc made an offer to give £1000 to charity
if he could get results from the cornmunigraph," which
was described as cc a kind of table fitted with a metal ball
that picks out letters and spells messages " .and cc is
supposed to work without a Medium."
. After quoting Mrs. Dudgeon-Strutton (Lady Caillard's
sister) as saying she agreed " that the recorded voice was
nothing like that of Sir Vincent Caillard when alive,"
the Sunday Dispatch concluded as follows: cc Because some
doubt has been thrown on the efficacy of these methods
of 15~ttin~ in touch with the dead by at least one prominent
Spmtua!Jst, the Sunday Dispatch would welcome an opportunity o_f investigatin~ the work of Mrs. Singleton
and Mr. Kirkby. And 1t would be only too pleased to
be able to record that they were genuine Spiritualists."

"POWER" ON MYSTICAL RELIGIONS

AT the lEolian Hall, London, on Sunday evening,
cc ~ower" through the mediumship of Mrs. Meurig
Moms, took for his theme some Biblical characters whose
lives illustrated the career of the human so~l from the
mystical standpoint. He made many references to the
esoteric side of the Bible, and the extent to which it had
been misunderstood by those who paicl. attention only
to the external meanings.
As on previous occasions, " Power" referred to the
principle _of Sacrifice as one which formed part of the
Cosmic Scheme. The law of the material world was
suffering and· death ; and deliverance came only through
co-operation with spiritual laws. He alluded to the sayinoof an ancient sage that the physical state-Nature-is th~
tomb of the Spirit ; that the "God Within" is immured
in that tomb, and it was only after aeons of time that
liberation-resurrection-could be reached. That was a
: ~ORRECTION.-ln our introduction to the report: of the truth in the mystical order, and there was no doubt that
t~st of
John Myers's photographic mediumship last Christianity in its essential meanings was understood long
week, lt was . stated that no " extra " · was obtained · in before Jesus of Nazareth was born. Yet His life and
~t. .Myers's own camera. This was a mistake for which · tea~hin!Ss ma:ked a great step forward-a new dispenwi:: .ex~re.s_s regre~. .As stated in the report, one " extra " sation 10 which the secret ·doctrines of the past were. no
was obwned on a plate c:Xposed in Mi: Myers's ..ciunera. · '" longer needed; fot He had made them clear fot all·· men. ·
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FOREIGN NOTES ·
RAPS AS A MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

UNDER the title "A Simple Method of Proof," La
R~v11e Spirite reproduces ~rom La Tribune P sychique
an article by M. Lemoyne, President of the French Society
for the Study of Psychic Phenomena.
M. Lemoyne considers it desirable that we should be
able to convince ourselves of the survival of our dead
without the intervention of a Medium ; and he is of
opinion that the most direct way of achievino- this is by
the simple means of" Raps."
"'
He has experimented along these lines for six years, and
is satisfied with the results.
Everyone is familiar with the cracks made by furniture,
when the wood contracts or expands with chano-e of
temperature-" le bois travaille" (the wood w~rks),
people say. But M. Lemoyne has ascertained that these
sounds can be obtained by request, and used as a means
of communication.
· His attention was first drawn to this phenomenon by
the fact that these cracks, or raps, invariably occurred
with insistent frequency whenever danger threatened ;
t_hus they always manifested half an hour before an aerial
bombardment of Paris during the war. A lady who
chanced to be calling on him on one such occasion kept
on enquiring : " Why is your furniture making all these
noises? - What does it mean? It is not damp at all."
The Professor advised her to hurry home and get under
cover, and shortly afterwards the bombardment began.
DEFINITE EXPERIMENTS
Bu.t it was. not until 192~ that M. Lemoyne began
defirute experiments. He tried first to obtain reo-ular
0
raps at successive five-minute intervals. This did not
happefl:. One day, after the death of Delanne, who was,
he believed, responsible for the phenomenon on that
occasion, he again asked for regular five-minute knocks.
There was one after nine minutes ; then after seven;
.t hen after ten. Hardly a success.
·
. A year later, he had the great sorrow of losing a child
1Il consequence of an automobile accident, after which he
c<;mld not fail to notice that the knockings and raps in
lus room were very much more constant.
One morning, at 9 o'clock, in response to a loud rap,
he asked : " Is that you, my child ? " and after a second
ve~y gentle knock, he asked that by way of proof, the
child s~ould rap again in an hour's time. He then put
away his watch, and gave his mind to his work. He
was ir;iterrupted by a loud, clear rap, and upon drawing
out his watch, the hands pointed to exactly 10 o'clock.
"An?ther, please, in half an hour," he begged; and was
oveqoyed when a second time his attention was called
to a s~':o?..9. clear rap, and his watch showed, exactly t0.30.
This time, M. Lemoyne kept his watch on the table,
having set the next rap for 10.45. At 10.44, he looked
at it and sat waiting for the expected sound in a minute's
time. Nothing happened.
Since then, he has experimented over and over again,
ar:d has satis~ed himself that in spite of not infreq~ent
failures, definite results can be obtained-i.e. knocks at
definitely set times. But (1) you must ncit ke;p your eyes
O? the clock, but only look at it when the rap has been
given . . (2) You must not keep your mind on the time t;ither,
but definitely keep your attention on something else.
MRS. OLIVE M. CHAPMAN'S TRAVEL-FILM
The story of the six hundred miles' journey in Lapland
made by Mrs. Olive Murray Chapman, F.R.G.S., is to be
told in a travel-film, "Across Lapland " shortly to be released. The film has a running commentary by the author
and a musical background. Mrs. Chapman's book
(1.cross Lapland (reviewed· for its psychic interest in LIGHT
May_13, 1932) is now on sale at the reduced price _of 5/-.
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COLONEL FAWCETT-A JUNGLE KING
IT is reported that information has reached the Foreign
Office, that Colonel Fawcett, the explorer, who, with
his son, vanished eight years ago in the tropical forests
of Brazil, has been seen alive. In an interview to the
Sundqy Dispatch, Mrs. Nina Fawcett, the explorer's wife,
has made the following statements :
.
" I firmly believe that my husband is living, probably
as a king, with a tribe far in the interior. It may be that
he is being kept there by compulsion, but it is far more
likely that he is there of his own free will.
There is no doubt he is remaining silent for his own
reasons. Any expedition that mio-ht o-o out would not
only ruin his labours but imperil hls !if~. I can definitelv
say that. within a few weeks I hope to hear that he is iii.
the capital of Matto Grosso, Cuyaba. So certain am I
that my husband and son are safe that I expect very soon
my son will return to England to take me back."
. Solonel Fawcett while in England was a frequent
visitor at the L.S.A. He was keenlyinterested in Psychical
Research. The firm faith of Mrs. Fawcett in his well. bei:ig is due t? telepathic and clairaudient messages by
which she receives news of her husband. His expected
return was probably similarly announced to her.
BRIG.-GEN. BLAKENEY'S BEREAVEMENT
The sympathy of our readers will go out to Brigadier~eneral R: B. D. Blakeney, S.M.G., D.S.O., and his family
in the tragic bereavement which has come upon them-Miss
Joan Blakeney (25), the General's daughter, having been
drowned in a motor-car which, ifl a dense foo-, fell into
the Thames at Richmond. Mr. John BJak~nev (22),
was in the car with his sister and made every possible
en3e-avour to rescue her but was unable to pull her from
the car z.n::l barely escaped with his own life.
Brigadier-General Blakeney is well-known as a speaker
and writer on Spiritualism and Occult subjects and is
an occasional contributor to LIGHT.
*&

••

PsvcHICAL RESEARCH
by Prof. Hans Driesch
with a foreword by
SIR OLIVER LODGE
~~
Professor Driesch, of world repute as philosopher .
and biologist and a past president of the Society
for Psychical Research, here surveys and analyses
__the whole field.of ps¥chical research.__Th.eJmok_is.;___
intended as a guide to all interested in work
in this field from the point of view of
investigation of facts a:nd their theoretical
interpretation.
5s. oct.

~~

Sc1ENCE AND

.Goo

by Bernhard Bavink
A survey of the relations between religion and science .
to-day by a deep and original thinker for the average
intelligent reader. "We welcome this book ... because
•.• the concern of every honest man should be with
truth, and an attempt to relate modem physics to its ·
implications for theology· ought to have a warm
welcome." Sro/I ObJ1r111r
5s . .1,1et • .

G. BELL &
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'LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLl'ARCE
1·6,

Queensberry Place, South Kensington, S.W.7

Praid1111 : ROBIJl'f FIILDIN0-011LD, M.A., M.D., M.R.C.P
Yie..Pruid<nt·: 8111 ERNur BE.'INBTI', ·M '.P.
.H .... Tr1a1: CAPT. A. A. CARJQLL. Hon. Libraria11: S. DI BRATH, M .J.C.. B

Seerltary : MBllCT

PHILLIMORI.

Heim: DAILY 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
SATUHDAYS 10 a.m. to I p.m.
T1/#pMri1: Kensington 3758.
Ttl<;trams : Survival, London
E11abli1hed 1884.
Jm:orporaled 1896.
MEMBERSHIP. FEE : ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM
d;.tu· from month after enrolment, include1 use of Library; admission to
all '>rdinary mectiniia, use of rooms and facilitie1 for 1ittinii1 with •pproved
mediwn1.
LIBRARY CATALOGUE (Clauified) %/10 poat free.

Private Sittings Daily with approved Mediums, including
Mrs. Abbott, Miss Bacon, Mrs. Garrett, Mrs. Mason, Ruth
Vaugban.
Home Circles. App(y lo Secr11ary for information.
DEVELOPMENT OF PSYCHIC FACULTIES

Ma. A. VouT PBTliRs, Tuesdays, at 3.80 p.m.
Tuesdays at 3.lo p.m.-Group Seances.
Membera ~2/6. Non-Members 3/6. Nov. 28th-Ma. T . E.
AUSTIN.
Tuesdays at 7.80 p.m.-Free Public Meetinas.
Short Addresses by MP.. W. H. EVANS.
Nov. 28th-Clairvoyance-Ma. THos. WYATT.
Alternate Wednesdays at 3.16 p.m. Clairvoy.anco followed
by Conversazione. N-0:v. 29-Ma,. LmGH MuN·r.

LECTURES
THURSDAYS at 8.lli
members 2/-.

p.m.

Members

free,

nen-

November 30th-A Study of Clairvoyance.
Mas. EILEEN
GARRETT, MR. G. H. LET-HEM and DR.. NANDOR FODOR.
December 14th ·

Discussion on .,, Reincarnation," by Miss
Miss ·ou·VI! Pixurr, Ma. H.F. PREVOST
BAITl!RSBY, and DR. FrnLDING-0ULD.

GERALDINE Cm.tM·INs,

ICELANDIC VISITOR'S EVIDENCE OF
SPIRIT RETURN
HAVING been a student of psychic literature for about
thirty years, I have, through reading alone, arrived
at the conviction that spiritualistic phenomena are facts,
which have mot been refuted, and are now upheld by
many scientists of reputation. As a consequence, and
wishing, if possible, to communicate with my deceased
wife (passed on 29/1/1932), I secured appointments with
some Mediums through the London Spiritualist Alliance
during my stay in London last June and July, together
with my son, Jakob, an engineer of Reykjavik.
I should like to state the incidents which I consider
as very remarkable, and likely to have come from my
deceased wife.

Sitting with Miss Bacon, June 6, 1933.
There is .a lady for you who has passed over. Very
nice forehead, smooth face, nicely shaped neck and
smooth skin. (A brief but good description of my wife.)
When she was sick a relative was helping (nursing) her.
(Correct.) She thanks you for your prayer for her,
when you were in the church, she knelt beside you.
(Two days before this sitting, I and my son visited St.
Paul's Cathedral fu London. As we entered the church,
I went into.a seat, and said a prayer for my and her success
in getting into contact, through Mediums in London.)
She wears a scai;f round the neck, and she was very fond
of her scarfs. (Icelandic ladies wear, and my wife wore,
silk scarfs-neckties-to. the :national daily dress. My
wife was particularly fond of her scarfs, and neat in tying
them~)

A dog which .she brings with ker has two colours,
brown and white, passed away two years back, with rather
big head. (Tills dog, a terrier, put to death two yeau
before., belonge.d to my eldest son :.in Husa:vik ; colo.ur
and head as described.) Somebody is with her, name
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Theodor ... Thordur, he is s0mehody else of the family.
(The Medium said first Theodor, then after several
attempts Thordur, which is a name.-of a son who passed
on in his second year. Medium had a difficulty in pronouncing this IceJ.andic name. The controls. complaine.d
in general of how difficult it was to interpret, as the
language spoken was a. fo•eign one.)
You have now recited from business, you have been
very busy. She is so sad about y01u future writing.
You will write again. You w.note a kind of reS'eal!ch.
(Last year I w.as somewhat unhealthy and discouraged,
and tho11ght of leaving the business in the hands of my
eldest son. I tried last year ta: train in automatic writing,
but subsequently discovering that most of the writing
thus produced was nonsensical, I gave it up.)
Iceland (this word came isolated). She thinks there
are rather too many pictures on the. walls. She does net
care· if you take them down. Clear them out if you
want. (My wife made the remack once to me and also
to my .sister, living here in Husavik, that she. had_found
out-that-there were t00 -maay-piel:ui:e
:walls in the
parlour, and tl!rok some of them down.)

Sitting 1vith Mrs. Brittain, June 6, 1933.
Good afternoon, Belle is speaking. You have direct
contact through telepathy. A spirit lady w anted you
to go first. (I have had, since my wife's passing, the
impression of having telepathic contact with her. My
wife expressed both to me and my sister specially, that she
wanted me to pass on before her, as she thought she
would be able to wait with more patience than I for the
meeting again.)
Your mother and your wife are together. Your
mother died before you were married. Before, they did
not kHow each other, but now they are lo:v;mg o ne runother.
(This is a fact. My mother passed on when I was a boy,
and she did not know either my wife or- her family.)
Then came, isolated, the word "Vinur." This is
Icelandic and means friend, a term my wife used much in
addressing me. Then the;: control says to me : " Y ©U
have a restless mind."1 (This· is precisdy the fact;) "It
was very wise to keep to your business." (My intentfo>n
to leave business was. not realized.) " ' Beta,' name of
someone she loves:." (This is· a name of emlearmcat
of our elder daughter Elisabet, wko nursed her in .her
sickness.)
She sends her lov.e to Rosa. Funny woman. Good
heart but difficult. (l'his refers to a maidservant at our
house, by that name.)
The sitting closed with these sentences : -She does not
want her to be missed. Love to the .garden. Send
many kisses, although she did not kiss people much.
(This last sentence is characteristic. of my wife, who was
very slow in. getting acquainted with people.)
I am assured by the officials of the L.S.A . .that we were
taken to the Mediums without any particulars or names
given. We saw them for the fus.t time in ou1: lives and
nothing was said but the usual greeting.
Husavik,. keland.
St. GUDJOHNSBN.
[Mr. Evans' L.S.A. lecture i.r reported on page 758]

EDINBURGH PSYCHIC COLLEGE
The Edinburgh Psychic College continues to hold its
own in th~ Scottish capital. A long visit from Mrs.
Annie Johnson was fully taken advantage of and much
appreciated, and was followed by the visit of Mrs. Fairclough, a trance Medium loaned by the British College
for a fortnight's work. Mrs. Fairclough's mediumship
is of an excellent order, and every sitter has been more
than satisfied during this first visit. Her work can be
til~ced ~ t:he .firs~ rank of trance Mediums available for
private investigation.
·
·
On 10th January, Mr. J. B. M'Incloe ga\Te a valuable
lecture on Supernormal P.hotography followed by an
excellent discussion.
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SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY·

l8spcbtc

GROTRIAN HALL
II5, WIGMORE STREET, W.

I.

President :
Chairman & Leader:
Hon. Treasurer:
HANNEN SWAFFER
Mas. ST. CLAIR STOBAR"P
w. T. LIVINGSTON
Secretary : Miss F. V. GREGORY.
Telephone : 6814 WELBECK

15,

QUEEN'S GATE , LONDON, S.W.7.
(Telephone: Western 3981 )
Hon. Principal : Mrs. CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY
Secretary: Mrs. M. HANKEY

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26th, 1933.
11 a.m.-Mr. ]. Arthur Findlay.
Clairvoyante : Mrs. Esta Cassel.

LAN TERN LECTURE

6.30 p.m.-Mr. Ernest Hunt.
Clairvoyante : Mrs. Estelle Roberts.
Sunday, Dec. 3rd, at 11 a.m.
•.
••
..
Dr. M. W . BULMAN
Clairvoyante : Mrs. Grace Cooke.
Sunday, Dec. 3rd, et ~.30 p.m
••
Rev. C. DRAYTON THOMAS
Clairvoyant: Mr. Thomas Wyatt.

Wed., Nov. 29, at 8.15 p.m. LT.-CoL. N. P. CLARKE
" J OSHUA'S JORDAN CAMPAIGN."
GROUP

Silver Collection on entry

CLAIRVOYANCE.

(Limited to 10 sitters.

A CHILDREN'S SERVICE will be held on . the first '
Sunday in every month, at 8 p.m. Taken by Mr.
H arold Carpenter and Mrs. St . Clair Stobart

Seats must be booked.)

Friday, November 2/lth, at 5 P.:_m; ... _MRs. MORRIS
Friday, Dec. 1st, at .5 p.m.
MRS. 0. HARTLEY

OPEN MEETINGS- Mondays, 6.30 p.m.
Wednes!lays,
12.30 p.m. Organ Recital. Address. Questions answered.
Clairvoyance. Admission free.
PSYCHIC BOOKSHOP. Open daily
EXCEPTED) 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

MEDIUMS' RECEPTION, DECEMBER 6th,
at QUEEN 'S GATE HALL

Monday.
WEEKDAY ACTIVITIES
2.30--4 p.m.-Mrs. Livingsfone, by appointment.
2.30 p.m. Mrs. Bird's Ladies' Healing Circle. For
appointments write to Mrs. Moysey (Hon. Secretary).
3--4 p.m.- Mrs. St. Clair Stobart welcomes inquirers.
6.30 p.m.-Open Meeting in the Grotrian Hall.
7 p.m. Mrs. Bird's Ladies' Healing Circle. For appointments write to Miss Robertson (Hon. Secretary).
8 p.m.-Mr. Hendry's class for development o( the
healing faculty. ·
Tuesday. 2 p.m.- Mrs. Gray's Private Healing Treatment.
For particulars, write to Mrs. Gray.

Demonstrations by Mrs. Garrett, Frau
Lotte Plaat, Mrs. Barke!, and others.
(Tickets may be obtained from above.)

Marylebone Spiritualist Association
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

SUNDAYS at 'i p.m. at

QUEEN'S HALL
LANGHAM

PLACE,

Wednesday. 12.30- 1.30 p.m.- Open Meeting in Grotrian
Hall.
3--4 p.m.-Mrs. St. Oair Stobart welcomes inquirers.
Thursday. 7 p.m.-Mrs. Bird's Mixed Hellting Circle.
For appointments, write to Miss Michell (Hon.
Secretary).

W. I.

Sunday, Nov. 26th, at 'i p.m. Speaker: The Rev. A. F.
Clairvoyant: Mr. Thomas Wyatt.
WEBLING
Sunday, Dec. 3rd, at 7 p.m. Speaker: Mr. ERNEST
C!airvoyante: Mrs. Estelle Roberts.
OATEN
For particulars of weekday activities at Headquarters,
Marylebone House, 42, Russell Square, W.C.l.
Apply Secretary : MUSEUM 0676.

..

~bt 'W .

Friday.

.....

«. ~teab' llibr arp &:JSurtau

5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1.
(Entrance in North Street). Telephone VICTORIA 0567
Hon. Surltary
•·
..
•.
• . MISS_ ESTELLE STEAD _.

· Lending Lil5rary Catalogue 2/6

HoJJn-11 t11 6

3--4 p.m.-Mrs. St. Clair Stobart welcomes inquirers .
6.30 p.m.-Students' Class.
Wednesday Circles (limited to eight sitters). Members,
Non-Members, 4s.
November 29th
2.30-Mrs. Fillmore.

3s. ,.

PRIVATE SITTINGSMAY

BE

ARRANGED- WITH MEDIUMS -

(Closed Snturdays and Sundays).

PRIVATE
Psychic Photography
Trance Mediumsbip

(SATURDAYS

•.•
•.•

APPOINTMENTS

Mra. Deane.
Mrs. Sharplin, Mrs. Cooke, Mrs.
Barke!, Mrs. Bennison, Miss Naomi
Bacon, Mr. Glover Botham.
Clairvoyance and Trance
Mrs.Liyingstone, Mrs. Rouse, Mn.
Black Hill , Mrs. Rene Edouin.
Automatic Writing
Mrs. Hester Dowden, Mrs. Joan
Smythe , Mrs. Corelli Green.
Direct Voice and Materialisation
Mrs. H enderson.
"Refl ectograph ''
..
..
Mrs. Singleton.
Psychic D iagnosis and Treatment
Mr. Keen.
Every Wednesday 3 p.m. Open D eveloping Circle.
Members 3 /-, non-members 4/M ondays & T uesdays at 3 p.m . & Wednesdays at 7.30 p.m. Courses for
development of psychic gifts.
Thursdays at 3 p.m. Members 1 /-; Non-members l /6. Miss Earle
and l\llrs. Livingstone.
Tuesdays at 3.30 p.m .
Class for those wishing to develop Automatic
Writing.
LIBRARY " AT HOMES"
On alternate Fridayo 3-5 p.m., followed by Lecture, Discussion and
Tea. Non-members 2 /- , Members I/-.
"APPORTS ."
TO-DAY (Friday)
..
..
Mr. ITTYD B. NICHOLL
Chair: Mrs. T ay lor.
.
TRANCE ADDRESS- WHITE EAGLE
December 8th
..
•.
..
• . Mrs. GRACE COOKE
Chair: Mrs. DOUGLAS MILNE
MONDAYS AT 3 11.M . Reading from W. T Stead'1 New Book
' " LIFE ETERNAL"' by Fred Edouin, followed by Clairvoyance.
Fee 1 /6 .
Commencinll Monday, October . 16th.
Open to
non-memben.

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR AND DANCE
at the

PORTMAN
69, BAKER STREET, W .1.

ROOMS,
(Entrance in Dorset Str.eet.)

On TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1933.
Refreshments, Stalls of every Description .
Amus ements and Com petitions, Clairvoyants , Etc.

To be opened by

HANNEN

SWAFFER

1/- ..
Dramatic and Musi ca/ Items at intervals by Talented Artists.
At 12 noon.

Admission

Exhibition of Mr. Frank Leah's Psychic Portrait Drawings • .

Dance Tickets, 2/6, (including admission to Bazaar.)

To facilitate the work of the Stew4rds at the Sund~
Services, mem.bers are asked to bring with them their tickets
of membership,
(SOCIETY ARRANGEMENTS CONTINUED

ON PAGE 759.)
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HOW DEATH CAME INTO THE WORLD
CONTINUING his addresses at the L.S.A. Free P ublic
Meetings, Mr. W. H . Evans dealt on Tuesday evening
last with the new light which Spiritualism throws upon
the Eschatology of the Church.
It is taught in the Church, Mr. Evans declared,
that sin and death came into the world as a result of Adam's
transgression, and for ages death has been spoken of
as a terror. If one can place any reliance upon the
findino-s of science death was in the world long before
man ~ade his appearance on this planet. Spiritualism
teaches that death is a necessary process in the life of the
soul, a means whereby it enters a larger and fuller state
of being so that it can unfold its latent powers. In this
it is in harmony with science in so far as it does not regard
death as the result of Adam's sin, but as part of the makeup of our planetary existence.
Unfortunately theology
has surrounded death with all kinds of terrors, and
bellowed loudly about the awful state of the -unbeliever
in the next life. In place of knowledge it has had speculation, and whatever may have been the knowledge of the
early Christians, in latter years the Church has only had
the traditional statements of its theology to go upon and,
having no rational understanding of the process of death,
or of the state of those who passed through it, has taught
doctrines which, to say the least, are inhuman and degrading to any conception of God as a loving Father. That
there is a kernel of truth in what it has taught is no doubt
true, and it is this which Spiritualism seeks to reveal.
If we realise the naturalness of death, and that far from
being something to fear, it is a means whereby we enter
a better life, then we shall no longer fear it, but regard
it in much the same manner we do going on a journey.
The united testimony of our friends in spirit indicates
that, while many of the statements which have terrorised
humanity are untrue as taught, there is an element behind

NEW
BOOKS
ON SPIRITUALISM
THE GREAT PROBLEM AND THE
EVIDENCE FOR ITS SOLUTION
by George Lindsay Johnson, M .A., M .D.
with a Foreword by Sir Conan Doyle.
Illus. 18/THE EVOLUTION OF SPIRITUALISM
by Harvey Metcalfe. 7 /6
REICHENBACH'S LETTERS ON OD
AND MAGNETISM
__I!anslated by F. D. O'Bryne, M.A. 7/6
A HERETIC IN HEAVEN
4/6
THE CASE OF LESTER COLTMAN
Lilian Walbrook. 4/6
PROBLEMS WHICH PERPLEX
by the Rev. G. Vale Owen. 4/6
THE OUTLANDS OF HEAVEN
by the Rev. G. Vale Owen. 4/6
FACTS AND THE FUTURE LIFE
by the Rev. G. Vale Owen. 4/6
PAUL AND ALBERT
by the Rev. G . Vale Owen . 4/6
AN ARTIST IN THE GREAT BEYOND
by Violet Burton. 4/6
THE CASE FOR SPIRIT
PHOTOGRAPHY
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 2/6
THE RETURN OF GEORGE R. SIMS
by a friend of his in collaboration with
R. H. Saunders. 2/6
SILHOUETTES OF SPIRIT LIFE
by ' Amicus.' 2/-

HUTCHINSON
&

Co., (Publishers),

Ltd., London, E.G.
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them which is worth our considering. Thus, a certain
class of evangelist is fond of crying " after death the
judgment" not realising wh~t it is, but. speaking ~f it as
something to dread ; but judgment, like death, 1s also
a process. It is not a marter of being arraign~d before. a
judge and examined by him, and, if not acc.ep.ung certain
beliefs, being cast into outer darkness, but 1t 1s ~ proc~ss
of self-examination in the light of a lofty morality which
brooks no self-excusings. In this judgment, which all
must pass through, we are cleansed in the fires of .shame,
and o-ain a vision of right and wrong before which the
paltry excuses of our earthly life shrivel and die. This
cuts across the idea of any two-fold, or three-fold state
as taught by the Protestant and Roman Catholic churches.
The next stage of life is revealed to us as being suprem.ely
just, where we certainly reap as we sow, but where rea12rng
is tempered with a love beyond all earthly conception.
There is no eternal hell, but there is a condition of darkness
created by sinful men and women. God does not make
heH,-man-creates it, a-nd as-he -ood-made..sO-he...<;;gn unmake,
as the old hymn states, giving it an extended~
"while the lamp holds out to burn, the vilest sinner may
return. " He can return to a life of righteousness even
after death. Thus the love of God is even greater than
we imagined in our dark theological days, when we
thought that everything depended upon our acceptance of
certain dogmas and creeds . Spiritualism reveals Go~ as
Love and not a monster who condemns the greater port10n
of his children to outer darkness.

jMarrtage
The marriage between Mr. Harold Cross and Miss
Alice Cudden will take place at St. Saviour's Church,
St. George's Square, S.W. at 11.30 a.m. on Saturday,
25th November.
All friends will be welcome at
the Church.

ERNEST HUNT
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 20 WOODSTOCK ROAD, BEDFORD
PARK , W.4.
In his studio at this address Mr. Ernest Hunt will give regular
lectures and hold classes in Applied Psycholo~y, M ental Training and Psychic subjects. Also Consultations and advice .
Particulars from Secretary.

FIRST EDITION OF

'THE TEACHINGS OF RED CLOUD'
Sold out in ONE WEEK
Contains detachable portrait of Estelle Roberts
as well as four lectures by Red Cloud.
Price 9d. from Queen's Hall every Sunday and
all leading bookstalls, or post free nd. from
Mrs. I. E. Boutcher, 42, Es her Road, E. Mo!esey,
Surrey. Telephone E mberbrook 1818.
These little books make CHARMING, INEXPENSIVE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Bound volumes containing a selection of Red Cloud's finest lectures - £1 l o, post free from the above address.

Healing Through Spirit Agency
R. H. SAUNDERS
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wrote of this work:
"One of the most remarkable and
convincing stories in th e who le won derful annals of Psychic experience."

3/6, postage 6d.
LS.A., 16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, S.W.
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Classifi ed Advertisements, which must be prepaid, 1/- per line (Average 9
words per line). Minimum~/-. Send with remittance to: ADVERTIS EMENT
~~J:lAGER, "LIGHT," 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. Phone: Ken&ingtoa

(Accepting the Leadership of Jesus Christ)

136, HARTFIELD RD ., WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.
Sunday, Nov. 26th , at 11 a.m.
..
..
Mrs. S. D. KENT
Address, Spirit- Descriptions and Messages.
Sunday, Nov. 26th, at 6.3ll p.m. . .
..
Mrs. J. C. SCOTT
Address, Spirit-Descriptions and l\i1essages.
Wednesday, Nov. 29th, at 7.30 p .m .
..
M rs. H. V. PRIOR
Addre~s, Spirit- Descriptions and Messages.
HEALING-No charge, Monday and Thursday, 10 a.m . to
3 p .m. Wednesday, 3 p.m . to 6 p .m.

Advertisements given over the 'phone cannot be guaranteed unless
confirmed in writing.

Jilebtums
HORA.CE LEAF- Daily Monday to Friday, 10.30-1, 2 .30-5.30, or by
appointment. Public Seance (Psychometry, Clairvoyance) Wed., 3 p.m., 2/P<1blic Developing Class T uesday, 8 p.m., 2/-. Psychometry by post. H"aling
Psychic Correspondence Training Coun:ie, particulars on application. Grutri11n
Hall (Studio No. 3), 115, Wigmore Street, London. W.1. 'Pbone: Welbeck 6814
(521)
NAOMI BACON (Trance Medlnm) . Can be seen b y appointment
at th: London Spiritualist Alliance, 16, Queensbeny Place , S.W.7. \Kens. ~75 8)
and at T he British College of Psychic Science, i5 Queen'• Gate, S.W.7.
(Western 3981)

~ptrttual

~it>Sion

13, PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER. W .2
Sunday, Nov. 26th, at 11 a.m. . .
Mr. H. ERNEST HUNT
,, at 6.30 p.m. . .
Mr. W . H . EVANS
Wed., Nov. 29th, at 7.30. Clairvoyance, Mrs. ANNIE PATTERSON
Silver Collection .

TO-DAY (Friday) at 8 p.m . .. Mr . A . A . TURNER
TRAN SFIGURAT IONS
Admission by tic ket.

Wbe e.Ebinburgb tt~pdJtt
anb 1Librarp
30,

HERIOT

ROW,

~ollege

EDINBURGH,

3.

Affiliated with B.C.P.S. London

Syllabus on application.

Visitors welcome

T E. AUSTIN ho lds every Thursday a Developing Class at 3 p.m.
and 8 p.m., and Public C lairvoyance and Psychometry on Sunday• at 7 p.m.
Pnvate Sittings, Trance and Normal by appointment,- 23, Upper Addison
Garden. , W.14. Psrk 3345.
PSYCHO METRY from small articles worn or used, letters ot writing.
Read;niss resumed aa usual. Send postal order 2s 6d. (stamped envelope
appreci ated)~
Janet Lamenby, 4, D arl ey Drive 5 West Derb:v, Liverpool. ·
(31)
MARIAN MORETO N,
At Home Dally.
CJ,A.IRVOYA.NCE. 81,
Westbourne Terrace, W.C. 2. (Near Lancaster Gate Station.) Paddington 0597
B. D. MANSFIELD, Trance Medium, bolds a Public Seance e very
W ednesday and Friday at 8 p .m.
Fee 2/- . Thursdays , Psychometry at
3 and 8 p.m., l /- . Healing at 8 p.m. Private sittings by appointment . 118,
Belgrave Road, S.W.1. (46),
GERALD DE BEAUREPA.IRE, Clairvoyance, Psychometry, Trance,
Clients visited. Postal Psychometry 216.
Group Seances. DevelCJp.in~ Classes
62, Foxbourne Road, Balhsm, S. W.1 7.
Public Claitvoyance.
Lecturet.
(898)
Telephone : Streatham 78•8.
MRS. GUTHRIE, Clalrvoyante and Psycbometr!ste. Interviews daily
by appointment , at H omes attended. clienta vieited.-15, Westgate Ter n1c-e ,
Redcliffe Square, S.V'l.!O. Flax 7'31.
(1049)
MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS. KILNER SCREEN PROCESS. Mrs. M cLeod
Nichol , demonstra tor, attends by appo intment only. W rite Sec. L.P.E. Centre,
17 1 Ashmere Grove, Brixton, S .W.2.
Physicians' co-operation invited .

<!Circle!)

BURSTOW MANOR, HORLEY, SURREY
offers a place of RETREAT to those who seek
quietude and restoration to soul and body,
or to unfold psychic and spiritual gifts
in beautiful and harmonious surroundings.
ALL DETAILS FROM THE LEADER , MRS . GRACE COOICE

THE TRUTH MACHDNE
Spirits can communicate.
The Psychomotor proves it.
Moves without physiccal contact.
Spells out m essages from the World of Spirit.
Answers mental questions.
Responds to mind forces and being designed
under Spirit gu idance to do all we claim for it.
Write now for descriptive circular and recent t estimonials. Test Mode1s
from 3/- Other Models 5/- and 7 /- . Model Superb, fully jewelled £!

Oaspy, Mystic, oS, Smithford Street, Coventry .

ASTROLOGY
Your Horoscope cast by astrologer of 30 years world-repute. Life's
Prospects, Possibilities described. Health, Marriage, F inan ce, Busines9
Guidance, ]:vents, Changes, etc. Send P.O. J/ ... , Birthdate, stampedaddressed envelope for ~xpert delineation, the accuracy of which will
amaze you.
Elroy Studios (L . ) 37, Albemarle Street, London,
W . t.
lnnumerable unsplir.ited testimonials rtceived.

L.S.A. Free Public lecture
TUESDAYS AT 7.30 P.M.
When

near to

South Kensington
meetings .

attend these

MR. W. H. EVANS
author of
" Spiritualism, or Philosophy of Life"
gives A SHORT ADDRESS.
Clairvoyance to follow: November 28th,
Mr. THOMAS WYATT.
Coffee and general discussion.

ALFRED VOUT
Holds a public Circle every Monday
Brunswick Square, London, W.C.l .

~~trolcgp

anb

PETERS
at

81

at

51,

Hunter

Street,

11} umerologp

KYRA. Horoscope
5/ - ,
10/ -,
15/ -,
Blrthdate,
C rysta l,
Consultations Monday9 and ThuredeY5. 11-4-40. Queensborough Tt:rrace,
Hyde Park. W . 2. P ark 0239.
(929)
OLIVE MAITLAND - MARSH, author of" Dutterflles and A.shes , Up·
lifting Humanity," advisl!S daily on personal problems, through the medium
of psycholOb'Y and numerology. None too trivia ) or difficult to solve.
Appointment only.-Phone: Victoria 2965; or write Flat 2, 31, Buckingham
Gate, Westminster, S.W.1.
ASTROLOGY. SHORT GENERAL READING, 5/- ; more detailed ,
10/- to 2U/-. Personal interviews. 11 to 6 p.m. Astrology taught, 63/-.
- Comp·lete course, six 1essons-;---Mtss A~ul 1 1-1,-Maddox-Stre . W.t. - - -ASTROLOGY, NUMEROLOGY.-Accurate advice given, send correct
birthdate, fu ll name, 2/6 or 5/-. Box M ., 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7.

~ta!)fbe anb Countrp ~otel!).
~partmrnt~, ttc.
LONDON
•LILY HURST," Health Culture Hydro, 95, U:>per Tulae Hil l,
S. W.2., .f'?r a auo bathing ~est cure ho liday. Solaria Garde!' Chalets. Nnnmeat cumne. From 2t gumeas. W. S: Hendry. Tula• Hill 80,5.
(925)
SUSSEX
"YOUR SPIRITUAL HOME." All Bedrooms hot and cold water,
electric light. gas fires, pure, varied, generou1 cljet. Write for tariff-Mr.
and Mn. Masaingbam. 16 and 17. Norfolk Terrace. Bri1Zhton.
(24)
TO BE LET, FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED.
L arge room suitable for Office or Study, in qu iet house, three minutes from
South Kensington Station.-Box W., Light, 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7.

.:fflt~ctllaneou!)

OAHSPE

8/- Cloth, 12/- Rexine, rd. corners, red-gilt
by post 6d. extra.
KOSMON MANUAL
No. 1, or Life Consciousness and Persistence, 1/6 ppr., 2/6 post free.
The KOSMON PRESS, 39, CHESTNUT ROAD,S .E.27.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

REAL

DREAMS OF UDAR

CON STR .U CTIVE

By

HELP THAT

THOUSANDS
ARE SEEKING
AN D

dealing with some of the most
intimate of personal problems in a
manner combining frankness with
tact

MARITAL

HYGIENE

288 PP.

61·

Vellum

5/ - net

1

Just Publish ed

1 --·~
- "-T-HY ~

KINGDOM
COME"
IVAN COOKE

Sex Problems Solved.
Facts for the Married .
Plain Facts on Sex Hygiene.
Confidential Chats with Boys.
Confidential Chats with Girls.
all by Dr. LEE HOWARD
Each Volume 2/-, or the set I 0/- post free

A series of messages received through the mediumship of Mrs. Grace Cooke, which throw a new light
on the teaching of the Church, revolutionise spiritualistic philosophy, and may well prove the forerunner of the Spiritualism of the future. The
communicator of these messages claims to be Sir
Arthur Conan D oyle, who backs his claim by striking
proofs of his identity.
Recorded by \'fl . R. Bradbrook, Hon. Sec.,
Conan Doyle Memorial Fund.
Containing a Colour Chart and 2 other illustrations .
Cr. 8vo. Cloth.
7/ 6 net. Ready next week.

Life Eternal

MARRIAGE &
MOTHERHOOD

W. T. STEAD

With a Foreword by STANLEY DE BRATH

by LEN CHALONER
Cloth Bound 2/6

I would like in passing to draw attention to what
I consider the finest handbook on the
subject.
BOWEN PARTINGTON in "Health & Strength."

Ed ited and wit h introd uct ion by

DR.MAUDE ROYDEN,C.H.

34,

!-

Edited and arranged by

wit h an introduction by CLARA M. DAVIS, M.D.

BIRTH CONTROL
by JOHANN FERCH.

UNDERHILL

A Presentation of the 'N'hence, Why,
and Whither of Man

by MILLARD S. EVERETT

Paper 1/ -

V.

Author of
"Your Infinite Possibilities," "Your Late nt Powers"
This book was received inspirationally by the
scribe through whose hand various well-known
poets have sought, once again, to bring beauty to
the earth.

Through the poems run the golden thr ead of
B ea u ty, they conjure up pictures to the inner vision
and bring one into touch with the Greater Rea lities.

A Detailed Consideration of

SEX

MARGARET

3/ 6

RIDER & CO.,
Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.

This book has been communicated to Miss Estelle
Stead by her father through the mediumship of Mrs .
Hester Dowden during the last four years, and is an
explanation and an enlargement of "The Blue Island"
an earlier work communicated from the other side of
life by the same author. Miss Stead asserts that
there is no doubt whatever that these writings have
come from her fa ther ; confirmation and directions
have, she says, been given by him through other
Mediums.
The book treats of all phases of psychic phenomena-mediumship, direct voice, materialisation,
ectoplasm, automatic writing, psychic photography,
pbltergeist hauntings, apports, levitation, telekenesis,
dowsing and so forth-and, coming from such a
well-known source, and in view of the commanding
position which Miss Stead holds in the Spiritualist
movement, it is sure to receive a wide distribution.
Crown 8vo.
Cloth. 7/ 6 net. Ready next week.

WRIGHT & BROWN ,
12-14, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
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